From the perspective of reconnaissance satellite system theory, this paper studies a joint analysis method based on stk/c# for the reconnaissance satellite on-orbit test task, and realizes the simulation analysis of reconnaissance satellite visibility. It mainly constructs simulation scenarios for reconnaissance satellites and related ground monitoring and control stations, calculates the simulation analysis of visibility between arbitrary objects, and obtains detailed visit times and access times and animates on 2D and 3D maps to generate ground monitoring and control stations for reconnaissance satellites. The visibility analysis report provides data support for the evaluation of reconnaissance satellite strike effects. The method has high computational efficiency, strong pertinence and good application value.
Introduction
Military applications are one of the important driving forces and major application areas for the development of aerospace systems. Reconnaissance Satellite is one of the most important types of military application satellites, and has long been valued by military and government departments. Military applications are one of the important driving forces and major application areas for the development of aerospace systems. Reconnaissance Satellite is one of the most important types of military application satellites, and has long been valued by military and government departments.
The satellite tool kit (stk) is an advanced system analysis software in the aerospace industry developed by American Analytical Graphics Co., Ltd. for the analysis of complex land, marine, aerospace and aerospace missions. It provides realistic 2D and 3D visualization of dynamic scenes as well as accurate charts, reports and other analysis results, supporting the entire process of satellite life, system analysis, design and manufacturing, test launch and on-orbit operation of space missions. There are a wide range of applications in the link, and it has great application potential for military satellite surveillance, coverage analysis, and impact evaluation [1] .
In this paper, the function of stk is embedded in the c# program, and the coverage performance of the reconnaissance satellite is accurately obtained by the grid coverage judgment algorithm. The stk/c# simulation software is used to perform the visibility simulation analysis on the reconnaissance satellite and the ground monitoring and control station, focusing on the analysis of the reconnaissance satellite entering and leaving the ground station. The number of times and detailed time, generate a visibility analysis report of the ground monitoring station on the reconnaissance satellite, and provide data support for the reconnaissance satellite attack effect evaluation.
Problem Description
The visibility analysis of the reconnaissance satellite system by the ground monitoring and control station is one of the important indicators for the evaluation of the impact effect, and the need for accurate solution is increasingly urgent. Therefore, it is of great engineering and military significance to construct a general visibility analysis simulation method and give an accurate visibility analysis report.
The ground monitoring station observes the reconnaissance satellite and whether there is a problem of visibility. Visibility analysis is a necessary condition for observing reconnaissance satellites. Therefore, how to grasp the visibility characteristics of reconnaissance satellites is a new subject we face.
The reconnaissance satellite's work area refers to the area that can serve the ground monitoring station or other users, and of course the area that serves other satellites [1] . The research object of this paper is the reconnaissance satellite, which should be the reconnaissance satellite system. Its instantaneous coverage of the ground is the basis of all visibility analysis, and the comprehensive visibility analysis of ground targets or regions (including the whole world) is research. aims. By embedding the functions of stk in the c# program, a simulation environment for reconnaissance satellite visibility analysis is established. The visibility analysis simulation is performed by controlling the parameters of the sensors on each reconnaissance satellite and the ground monitoring station.
Fundamental
To study artificial satellites, we need to choose the appropriate coordinate system and time system. We also need to know some coordinate system and time system knowledge when studying the visibility analysis of reconnaissance satellites and ground monitoring stations. Therefore, some of the texts used in this section are used in this section. A brief introduction to the basics and principles.
Time System
In the course of satellite operation, a uniform time standard is required, and the position of all satellites in orbit changes with time. Since the observation object studied in this paper is a reconnaissance satellite operating at a speed of several kilometers per second, a very small time error can lead to a large measurement error, so in order to observe the accuracy of the measurement, there must be a corresponding high-precision time system.
In celestial mechanics, time systems can be basically divided into three categories: world time, almanac time and atomic time. In order to facilitate processing and calculation in the visibility simulation analysis, the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is generally used to represent. In this paper, the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BeiDou Navigation Satellite System) with independent intellectual property rights in China is selected. BDS) is expressed [2] . Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is generally used for reconnaissance satellite simulation analysis. Therefore, when performing reconnaissance simulation analysis on reconnaissance satellites and ground monitoring and control stations, it is necessary to convert between UTC time system and BDS time system.
Coordinated Universal Time.
Since the internal motion stability of the atom is much higher than the stability of the Earth's rotation, the atoms of each element have electrons distributed in a certain orbit to disturb the rotation of the nucleus. When electrons transition from one orbit to another, they are released (or absorbed). An electromagnetic wave having a certain oscillation frequency, and for a certain element, when its electron transitions between two determined orbits, the oscillation frequency of the electromagnetic wave released is constant. The time standard established by this oscillation frequency is called atomic time [2] .
Although the atomic time is more uniform than the world time, it has nothing to do with the earth's rotation. There are many problems in the face that involve calculating the instantaneous position of the earth, which in turn requires world time. Therefore, in order to balance the need for both world time and atomic time, the international standard is defined as Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) as the basis for standard time and frequency distribution. The second length of Coordinated Universal Time is the same as the second time of the atomic time. At the moment, try to be as close as possible to the world. From 1972, the difference between the two is kept within the range, and the table is skipped at the middle or the end of the year. Each time the adjustment is 1 second, the unit of the second is the atomic second.
Beidou Time. Beidou Time (BDT) is a special term for Beidou Satellite Positioning Navigation Time (PNT). BDT is the same as the GPS system time and belongs to the atomic time system. Its second length is measured by a comparison between the ground master station, the monitoring station and all the atomic clocks on the satellite, and a time scale of real-time control is obtained and controlled by UTC.
The start time of the BDT is 00:00:00 on January 1, 2006, which is the origin of the BDT. When BDT is a (local) atom, it does not make a leap second adjustment, and it is different from the international atomic time by 33s at any time in integer seconds.
Conversion between Beidou and Coordinated Universal Time. Since GPS establishes a dedicated time system, GPS time ( GPST), the starting point of GPST is Coordinated Universal Time (UTSC) 1980-01-06, 00:00:00, so that it can be started at this time, with the secretary of the week. The number of seconds in the week is counted. And BDT establishes contact with the international UTC through China's Coordinated Universal Time (UTSC). Due to the impact of leap seconds, the starting time is 00:00:00 on the day of 2006-01-01, using the week and week counts. Therefore, the rough conversion between BDT and GPST is:
When the BDS is at a certain time, the unit is s .
Coordinate System Commonly Used in Celestial Mechanics
In the process of researching reconnaissance satellite motion, a variety of coordinate systems are used. The following is a brief introduction to the coordinate system used in this paper. The introduced coordinate system refers to the Chinese military system [3] and is defined in combination with specific conditions. The geocentric equatorial coordinate system is the main coordinate system used to discuss the motion of artificial Earth satellites [4] . It is also the main reference coordinate system describing the relative position of the satellite to the Earth. The geocentric equatorial coordinate system can be divided into the first equatorial coordinate system Figure 1 shows the first equatorial coordinate system 
Reference Ellipsoidal Earth Model
The reconnaissance satellite is a spacecraft that moves relative to the Earth. The object of its observation is also the ground target. Therefore, the mathematical description of the Earth is also the basis for analyzing the visibility of the reconnaissance satellite to the ground monitoring station [5] . In the study of the relationship between reconnaissance satellites and ground monitoring stations, it is necessary to establish an appropriate geodetic model. This paper adopts the commonly used reference ellipsoid geodetic model. The reference ellipsoid model considers the earth as a flattened spheroid with the axis of the earth as its axis, so it takes into account the flatness of the earth. Under this model: the section perpendicular to the Earth's axis is a circle; the section passing through the Earth's axis is an ellipse, called the "longitudinal section ellipse". The long semi-axis of the longitudinal section ellipse is the equatorial radius of the Earth: Several geophysical constants in the reference ellipsoidal earth model: Earth flat rate:
Earth's average radius (calculated by equal volume): 2 3 6371004.0 . 0.081820 2 .
Two latitude definitions derived from the reference ellipsoidal earth model: Geocentric latitude  : the angle between the radius drawn from the center of the earth and the equatorial plane.
Geographical latitude d  : The angle between the local normal of the ellipsoid (substantially parallel to the local plumb line) and the equatorial plane. Geographic latitude is also called geodetic latitude. The usual latitude (as noted on the map) is the geographic latitude, because the geocentric latitude is not measured and can only be derived from geographic latitude. The conversion relationship is: Figure 3 . Geocentric latitude and geographic latitude.
Note: The introduction of the reference ellipsoidal earth model does not affect the longitude. For longitude, the concept of geographic longitude is generally only mentioned and often referred to as longitude.
Establishment of Satellite Orbit Model
Satellite Orbit Calculation Model. The reconnaissance satellite orbit calculation is to give the position coordinates of the t reconnaissance satellite in the selected coordinate system at any one time.
When the reconnaissance satellite is operating in orbit, it is mainly subjected to spherical symmetry of the Earth's gravity. In addition, it is also affected by various perturbations in the space environment [5] . In this paper, it is approximated that the reconnaissance satellite is only subject to spherical symmetry of the Earth's gravity, ignoring the influence of other perturbations on the reconnaissance satellite orbit. After doing this approximation, the reconnaissance satellite orbit can be described by six orbital root numbers: semi-major axis a , eccentricity e , orbital dip i , ascending node right ascension  , perigee angle  , and true near-point angle f [6] . In addition, the near-point angle E and the near-point angle M need to be used, and the two quantities and the true near-point angles can be substituted for each other.
After the reconnaissance satellite orbit is determined by the number of six orbits, it can be converted to the coordinate ( , , ) x y z in the geocentric equatorial coordinate system as follows, which can be determined by the following formula: 
The amount on the right side of the above formula is the number of orbitals. In general, the true near-point angle f and the near-point angle E have the following relationship: 
The near-point angle E and the near-point angle M have the following relationship: is the gravitational constant, r M is the mass of the earth, and m is the quality of the reconnaissance satellite.
Take the initial value 0 EM  of the iteration and solve the equation (9) by the Newton method to obtain the E value. Then, (8) can be used to obtain f , and finally, (6) and (7) can be substituted to obtain the position coordinates of the reconnaissance satellite at a given time t .
The geocentric equatorial coordinate system is the basic coordinate system used in the reconnaissance satellite orbit calculation. It is assumed that the right ascension and declination of the reconnaissance satellite are ( , )  , the latitude and longitude coordinates of the satellite are ( , )  , and the coordinates of the satellite in the equatorial inertial coordinate system are ( , , ) x y z . The right ascension and declination of the satellite can be calculated in the equatorial inertial coordinate system.
Through analysis, we can know: 
To simplify the calculation, assuming that the Earth is a standard, regular sphere, then the latitude is equal to declination, ie:
= .
 (15) The relationship between longitude  and right ascension  is:
Gt is the Greenwich right ascension at t :
G is the value of G at epoch 0 t , the unit is degree;  is the angular velocity of the Earth's rotation, the unit is degrees/second; and t is the Coordinated Universal Time UTC of the calculation time, in seconds.
After determining the latitude and longitude coordinates of the reconnaissance satellite by the geocentric equatorial coordinate ( , , ) x y z of the reconnaissance satellite, it is easy to determine the Cartesian coordinates ( , , ) x y z    of the reconnaissance satellite in the geocentric rectangular coordinate system: 
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Sub-satellite Trajectory Calculation
The sub-satellite point trajectory refers to the sequence of intersections between the reconnaissance satellite and the Earth's surface when the satellite is orbiting [9] . The sub-satellite trajectory can reveal where the reconnaissance satellites have or will be flying to the Earth throughout the operation. The sub-satellite point trajectory is usually a two-dimensional figure. In order to understand where the reconnaissance satellite is flying on the earth during the visual simulation, the sub-satellite trajectory and the satellite orbit can also be drawn in the three-dimensional virtual scene. Generally, the stk software is used to draw the trajectory of the star point. The algorithm discussed in the previous section can give the Cartesian coordinates and the latitude and longitude coordinates of the reconnaissance satellite in the Cartesian Cartesian coordinate system at any time, so that the coordinate of the reconnaissance satellite under the star can be calculated [10] . With these two coordinates, you can determine the position of the reconnaissance satellite and plot the sub-satellite point trajectory in the 3D scene or the 2D star point map.
Assuming that the coordinates of the position of the reconnaissance satellite below the star are ( , , ) x y z S S S and the radius of the Earth is R , it is easy to calculate: cos cos cos sin . sin It is obviously not intuitive enough to mark only the latitude and longitude coordinates on the map. Therefore, the rectangular two-dimensional world map of the same scale is lining below the drawn star point trajectory map, and the area where the satellite is flying during the operation can be visually and clearly seen, and the visualization ability of the graphic is improved.
Grid Coverage Decision Algorithm
In order to accurately obtain the coverage performance of satellite systems, it is necessary to solve the coverage performance indicators. There are two analytical methods and numerical methods [11] . The advantage of the analytic method is that it provides a simple method of calculating the ground coverage. For a single satellite, the analytical method can simply give its ground coverage. However, this method is subject to many restrictions, it is difficult to take into account the overlap of one or more satellite coverage areas, so the analytical method can not provide complete ground coverage information, it is not easy to estimate the statistical characteristics of coverage, and the calculation accuracy is also Limited [13] . The numerical method is the opposite of the analytical method, and its calculation accuracy is high, and it can be applied to any type of track, and any complicated sensor cover shape. However, the numerical simulation method has a large amount of calculation and requires a large amount of computer resources, which is greatly limited in early applications. With the development of computer technology and the need to solve the coverage performance of complex satellite systems, numerical simulation methods have received more and more attention. Because of its high precision, wide application range and strong versatility, it has become a solution feature in the aerospace engineering community. The most important method.
Effective coverage of specific locations and areas is a key, which is important for reconnaissance satellites in Earth observation. Grid point analysis is conceptually to generate a point grid on the surface of the Earth. Based on the simulation of satellite orbital motion, the coverage characteristics of one or more satellites for each grid point are tracked and analyzed. Then, data of different geographical regions can be collected, and the coverage performance indicators of the corresponding regions are statistically obtained. As long as the analysis time is long enough, the results of the statistical analysis can more realistically reflect the coverage of a satellite in the area. This form of analysis is an excellent way to evaluate coverage statistics and is very intuitive.
Dividing grid points requires different considerations for specific satellites and analytical purposes [12] . If the area coverage characteristics of the satellite are to be counted, the area represented by each grid point must approximately equalize the surface area of the global (or predetermined statistical area). If the grid points are separated by equal latitude and equal longitude, the number of points per unit area near the equator is small, and the number of points per unit area near the poles is large. Therefore, the weighting of different regions in the overall statistical characteristics is not correct. A simple solution is to make the number of points in each latitude of the grid points at equal latitude intervals proportional to the cosine of the latitude, which is equivalent to covering the globe with a grid of approximately equal number of grid points per unit area (or predetermined Statistical area), thus balancing the statistical characteristics of the global (or predetermined statistical area).
One problem to be aware of is that the start and end points of the simulation time are often not the start or end points of each grid point being covered, so the data distortion at the start and end points may affect the accuracy of statistical properties [14] . The easiest solution is to make the simulation time long enough to reduce the impact of the starting and ending data on the overall coverage performance metric.
The idea of the decision algorithm in this paper is to study the mesh surface as the research object, divide the surface area of the earth into several faces, study one of the faces as the target area, and simultaneously calculate the position of each satellite at the specified time, which is related to the target area to be studied. For comparison, the satellite transit situation at this point in time is determined. The decision algorithm is as follows:
The latitude and longitude of the k satellites in the database at time t is ( , ) ii  , and it is known that if i  and i  do not satisfy the following conditions, the satellite is not above the target area, that is, no threat is caused to the area. 
Simulation

Simulation Environment Construction
The strength of stk is that the orbit calculation function is rich and reliable, but stk itself cannot realize the simulation analysis of some complex space missions by programming, such as cycle calculation, complex nested iteration, complex convergence criterion, etc. [14] . Due to the simplicity of its own grammar and the power of scientific computing, c# has been widely used in practical engineering, but without the inherent orbital computing power, the interconnection between the two will enable the complementary advantages of two powerful mature commercial software.
In this section we will introduce the function of embedding stk in c# program [15] , and then use the simulation software to establish the connection between reconnaissance satellite and ground station to realize its visibility simulation analysis.
We By adding controls, the functions required for the simulation are added to the built simulation environment, and then the visibility analysis of any object is calculated by correctly setting the property parameters of the reconnaissance satellite and the ground station, and the details are obtained. The number of visits and access time are animated on the 2D and 3D maps, and the visibility analysis report of the ground monitoring station on the reconnaissance satellite is generated.
Simulation Results
By controlling the property parameters of the reconnaissance satellite and the sensor, the trajectory of the reconnaissance satellite and the sub-satellite point are simulated. The specific parameters are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . 
Simulation Analysis
The visibility analysis is performed by constructing a reconnaissance satellite rs and a ground station gs, and establishing a connection between the reconnaissance satellite rs and the ground station gs. The on-orbit operation of the reconnaissance satellite rs is moving relative to the ground station gs, and due to the influence of the Earth's rotation, the visible time per day is not fixed. Ideally, the trajectory of the surveillance satellite should be stationary relative to the ground, but since the actual period of the Earth's rotation is not strictly 24h, the orbital period of the reconnaissance satellite is not strictly 24h, which leads to the ground. The inter-class time of the workstation relative to the reconnaissance satellite is usually very variable and discontinuous. 
Simulation
Studying the visibility analysis of reconnaissance satellites by ground stations provides data support for the evaluation of the attack effectiveness of reconnaissance satellites, and has important significance for the selection of positions and operational planning [16] . This paper uses time coverage analysis to calculate the coverage performance of satellites on ground stations during the same day. The advantage of time coverage analysis is that it can quickly determine the satellite transit situation over a given time zone and provide valuable information support for the determination of our military objectives. The disadvantage of this method is that the accuracy is not high enough, and the judgment of the reconnaissance satellites with different loads will cause certain errors.
The main innovations of this paper are as follows: This paper takes the ground station workstation's visibility analysis of the surveillance satellite as the research object, and combines stk/c# two simulation software to embed the stk function in the c# program, and quickly and accurately analyzes the visibility of the reconnaissance satellite, greatly improving Its simulation ability and achieved good results.
The geometrical vector method is used to establish a general solution model for the boundary of the sub-satellite point coverage area, which is suitable for many types of remote sensors.
The grid coverage algorithm is adopted. Under the condition that the satellite's field of view and side view are known, the simulation model of the reconnaissance satellite coverage zone is established by using the sub-satellite point trajectory.
